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but overland. In 1918, at the moment when Germany was brought
to her knees by the combined effects of her military defeat on the
Western front and her economic constriction through the naval
blockade, her victorious armies in the east were overrunning the
Ukraine and racing neck-and-neck with the Turks for the occupation
of Transcaucasia. A great Eastern Empire—a Reich which would
have given her all the Eaum that she needed—had been actually
within her grasp when the Western victors compelled her to relinquish
the prize. If, in 1914, Germany had avoided involving herself in war
with the Western Powers and had had only Russia for her antagonist,
she could have conquered that Eastern Empire, not in a deadly four
years' struggle, but 'before the leaves fell' in the self-same autumn,
as easily and cheaply as Prussia had conquered the hegemony of
Germany from Austria in 1866. The fatal error of challenging the
whole World at once had involved Germany in a terrible defeat;
but she was now recovering from her temporary prostration; the
Nazi movement was reviving her military spirit; and she might still
find an opportunity of trying her military fortunes in a fresh Eastern
war of conquest without western complications. These Hitlerian.
ideas were shared and preached by Herr Hitler's adviser on foreign
affairs, Herr Alfred Rosenberg,1 who was a member of the German
diaspora in the Balticum. As a descendant of the pioneers of medieval
German eastward expansion, Herr Rosenberg aspired to lead a new
Teutonic Crusade along an ancestral war-path.2
Herr Rosenberg was referred to by name, as the leading Nazi
advocate of this policy, by Monsieur Molotov, the President of the
Council of People's Kommissars, in a speech which he delivered at
Moscow on the 28th December, 1933, at a session of the Central
Executive Committee of the Soviet Union; and the same Nazi policy
was also commented upon, with equal emphasis, by Monsieur
Litvinov, the Kommissar for Foreign Affairs, in a speech which he
delivered before the same body on the 29th of the same month. It
1	For Herr Kosenberg's unsuccessful * goodwill tour' in England in May
1933, see p. 167 above.
2	An exposition of Herr Rosenberg's programme will be found in his pub-
lished works, e.g. D&r ZuJcunftsweg einer deutschen AussenpolitiJc (1923); Die
Entwieklung d&r deutschen Freiheitsbewegung (1933); Der Mythus des 20. Jahr-
Jwnderts: Mne Wertung der seelischen-geistigen Gestalterikawipfe wnserer Zeit
(1934). After the advent of the National-Socialist Party to power in Germany,
Herr Rosenberg considerably modified his doctrine—explaining part of it
away, and toning down the rest.   We may conjecture that, in subjecting
himself to this process of self-morttacation, he was acting at the instance of
colleagues who found that a propaganda which had been grist to their mill, so
long as they were in the wilderness, was attracting an embarrassing attention
abroad now that the Party was in power in the Reich.

